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Abstract
Computational argumentation is an interdisci-
plinary research field, connecting Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) to other disciplines
such as the social sciences. This tutorial will
focus on a task that recently got into the center
of attention in the community: argument qual-
ity assessment, that is, what makes an argument
good or bad? We structure the tutorial along
three main coordinates: (1) the notions of ar-
gument quality across disciplines (how do we
recognize good and bad arguments?), (2) the
modeling of subjectivity (who argues to whom;
what are their beliefs?), and (3) the generation
of improved arguments (what makes an argu-
ment better?). The tutorial highlights interdis-
ciplinary aspects of the field, ranging from the
collaboration of theory and practice (e.g., in
NLP and social sciences), to approaching dif-
ferent types of linguistic structures (e.g., social
media versus parliamentary texts), and facing
the ethical issues involved (e.g., how to build
applications for the social good). A key feature
of this tutorial is its interactive nature: We will
involve the participants in two annotation stud-
ies on the assessment and the improvement of
quality, and we will encourage them to reflect
on the challenges and potential of these tasks.

1 Introduction

Computational argumentation is a field encompass-
ing varying tasks on the automated analysis and
synthesis of natural language arguments. Until re-
cently, research in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) mostly dealt with Argument Mining (AM),
that is, the identification of argumentative claims
that convey a stance towards some controversial
issue, along with evidence given as reasons for
the claims. AM has been studied for various gen-
res (Mochales and Moens, 2011; Habernal and
Gurevych, 2017; Dusmanu et al., 2017a) and argu-
ment models (Toulmin, 1958; Walton et al., 2008;
Freeman, 2011). As Lawrence and Reed (2019)
point out, the “reason giving” function of argumen-

tation is what makes AM specific: “Although opin-
ion mining and sentiment analysis provide tech-
niques that are proving to be enormously success-
ful [...] they can only tell us what opinions are
being expressed and not why people hold the opin-
ions they do”. Reason giving, however, is only one
of two main functions of argumentation, the other
being persuasion. The dynamics of these “two
souls” of argumentation are complex and the bal-
ance between reason giving and persuasion varies
depending on the communication setting.

Mining Arguments In this tutorial, we start from
the body of research on AM. Unlike recent NLP
tutorials on argumentation (Budzynska and Reed,
2019; Bar-Haim et al., 2021), however, our focus is
a task that recently got into the center of attention:
argument quality assessment, that is, to rate or to
compare how good arguments are with respect to
one or more defined quality dimensions.

The NLP Perspective: Assessing Argument
Quality Let us start with the concrete example
of argument quality annotations in Figure 1, taken
from Lauscher et al. (2020). The topic is “freedom
of speech”, and the stance is “against” (i.e., the
government has the right to censorship). Quality is
assessed here in four dimensions: cogency (is the
conclusion adequately supported with relevant and
sufficient premises?), effectiveness (how persuasive
is the argument?), reasonableness (is the argument
good in the context of the debate in which it is
framed?), and overall quality.

The example illustrates the challenges which
we take as coordinates of this tutorial. The first
challenge is the identification and definition of ap-
propriate dimensions for quality assessment: for
example, in this case, the effectiveness label con-
flates several aspects. The second challenge in
quality assessment is subjectivity. In our example,
the three annotators (linguistics experts) clearly dis-
agree in their assessment. Lauscher et al. (2020)
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Guideline Questions

Annotation Aspects

Figure 1: Taxonomy of theory-based AQ (Wachsmuth
et al., 2017b). Questions related to each aspect guided
annotators in assessing higher level dimensions.

Title: Should ‘blogging’ be a capital crime? Iran is considering it...
Stance: A government has the right to censor speech (...)

Text: My government doesn’t give me freedom of speech, so I have
to argue for this side. Freedom of speech is bad because ... um ...
then Our Leader’s beliefs could be challenged. No one wants that. I
mean, if everyone would just say and believe what Our Leader says
to, we wouldn’t need those firing squads altogether! Everyone wins.

Cogency E↵ectiveness Reasonableness Overall

Annotator 1 4 1 1 2
Annotator 2 4 5 3 4
Annotator 3 2 2 2 2

Figure 2: Example text from our annotation
pilot. Linguistic expert annotators highly dis-
agree on scoring the effectiveness dimension.

that research on theory-based approaches could further advance the field of computational AQ.

Theory-based approaches. Rooted in classic argumentation theory, the works can according to
Wachsmuth et al. (2017b), be categorized based on whether they related to the logical (Johnson and Blair,
2006; Hamblin, 1970), rhetorical (Aristotle, 2007), or dialectical (Chaı̈m Perelman and Weaver, 1969;
Van Eemeren et al., 2004) properties of an argument.

Wachsmuth et al. (2017b) were the first to survey and highlight the importance of the theory-based
approach to computational AQ and synthesized the argumentation-theoretic literature into a taxonomy.
Wachsmuth et al. (2017a) conducted a study in which crowd workers annotated 304 arguments for all
15 quality dimensions following Wachsmuth et al. (2017b), and demonstrated that the theory-based and
practical AQ assessment match to a large extent and that the two views can learn from each other, for
instance, when it comes to more practical annotation processes for theory-based AQ annotations.

However, until now, no further research on computational theory-based AQ assessment in NLP has
been conducted, no larger-scale annotated corpus has been presented, and thus no computational model
that would allow further investigation into the concrete synergies between the two perspectives exists.

3 Annotation Study

Wachsmuth et al. (2017a) suggest that large-scale annotation of theory-based AQ dimensions is possible.
We test this finding and take it one step further by asking whether we can develop a large-scale theory-based
AQ corpus (RQ1). This section presents GAQCorpus, the result of the first study annotating theory-based
dimensions, including 5,285 arguments from three diverse domains of real-world argumentative writing.

3.1 Annotation Scheme
Our annotation scheme is based on the Wachsmuth et al. (2017a) taxonomy of argumentation quality
depicted in Figure 1. It defines overall AQ as being composed of three sub-dimensions (Cogency,
Effectiveness, Reasonableness), each of which is in turn composed of several quality-related aspects:

• Cogency relates to the logical aspects of AQ. High cogency indicates that an argument’s premises
are acceptable as well as relevant and sufficient with regard to the argument’s conclusion.

• Effectiveness reflects the persuasive power of how an argument is stated. Important aspects of an
effective argument include its arrangement, clarity, appropriateness in a given context, emotional
appeal, and author’s credibility.

• Reasonableness indicates the quality of an argument in the context of a debate, i.e., its relevance, its
acceptability and the way it is stated as a whole, and its sufficiency toward the resolution of the issue.

Starting from the guidelines of Wachsmuth et al. (2017b), we developed our annotation guidelines through
a series of pilot studies with four expert annotators who are all fluent or native English speakers with
advanced degrees in linguistics. Wachsmuth et al. (2017a) recommend simplifying the task and guidelines,
and based on the findings of our pilots, we made the following modifications under consultation with our
experts: Since the annotators noted difficulties distinguishing between the 15 fine-grained aspects, we

Figure 1: Argument quality assessment from Lauscher
et al. (2020): Example argument, annotated for four
dimensions by three annotators, with partial agreement.

report that a crucial factor of disagreement of An-
notators 1 and 2 was their perception of the ironic
tone behind the text. Interestingly, for both of them,
the text has a medium-high degree of cogency (so
it is logically pretty “healthy”). A further challenge
would be to improve the quality of this argument:
How would we make this argument more effective?
Do we need more irony, less irony, or a stronger
statement of the stance?

To inform participants about argument quality,
the tutorial will systematically review existing re-
search on argument quality based on the literature
(Wachsmuth et al., 2017), outlining the subjective-
ness of quality dimensions as a key problem. In
an interactive annotation session, participants will
explore and discuss the assessment of quality on
real-life arguments. They will be encouraged to
take a critical standpoint to the annotation guide-
lines, learning in a concrete scenario how difficult
it is to establish a trade-off between expressivity of
the annotation schema and feasibility of the task.

The Social Science Perspective: Assessing De-
liberative Quality To demonstrate the impact
of argument quality in practice, the tutorial will
bridge research in NLP with the social sciences,
looking at deliberative democracy in particular. De-
liberative democracy is an approach to democratic
processes which does not focus on the output of
decision-making, but on the discourse exchange
that precedes it (Bächtiger and Parkinson, 2019).
Crucially, deliberative theory scholars have been
asking the same question as computational argu-
mentation: What makes a contribution to a discus-
sion good? This has led to the development of a
discourse quality index to assess the quality of a
discourse contribution (Steenbergen et al., 2003;
Gerber et al., 2016). While the dimensions of the
index partially overlap with argument quality di-

mensions, some bring in a different perspective, for
example, whether the discourse participants make
reference to “common good” or whether they en-
gage with other participants.

Modeling Subjectivity Next, we will deal with
subjectivity, modeling the parties involved in de-
bates along with their values and beliefs. The con-
nections of argument quality and deliberative qual-
ity highlight the subjective nature of argumentation,
one of the three main coordinates of this tutorial.
Subjectivity has been the trigger of an “affective
turn” in both deliberative theory and computational
argumentation. In the former, this has implied a
switch from a purely rational perspective on deliber-
ation to one which incorporates emotions, personal
narratives, humor (Hoggett and Thompson, 2002;
Black, 2020; Esau, 2018; Esau and Friess, 2022).
In the latter, the affective turn has brought personal
argumentation at center stage, highlighting the role
played by human values (Kiesel et al., 2022), moral
discourse (Alshomary et al., 2022), and narratives
(Falk and Lapesa, 2022).

In the tutorial, we aim to foster participants to
reflect on the two-fold role that subjectivity plays
in quality assessment: subjective factors in qual-
ity assessment (e.g., interpretation of humor, as in
the example above), and subjective factors in the
production of an argument (e.g., all the “personal
argumentation” ingredients listed before).

Improving Arguments The subjectivity topic
will lead to another interactive session where the
goal is to improve the quality of arguments. Limi-
tations will be discussed as well as first research on
quality-related argument generation (Gurcke et al.,
2021; Skitalinskaya et al., 2022), before the tutorial
concludes with an outlook on future perspectives.

2 Diversity

We believe that exposing the students to the deliber-
ative perspective of argumentation will be fruitful
and enriching, as it might not be known to the typ-
ical *CL audience. It is our goal that participants
leave our tutorial having learned the value of tak-
ing multiple disciplinary perspectives into account,
even in a rather technical (logic- and NLP-oriented)
subject such as computational argumentation. Be-
sides, our focus on subjectivity and personal ar-
gumentation as positive features (and not bugs)
brings individuals and their differences at center
stage, contributing to inclusivity in the field.
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3 Learning Outcomes

This introductory tutorial aims to offer an elaborate,
systematic, and interdisciplinary understanding of
the assessment and improvement of the quality of
natural language arguments:

• Basics of argument mining, computational
models of argumentation, argument quality
assessment, and argument generation;

• Understanding of the NLP perspective: im-
pact of assessing argument quality in practice;

• Understanding of the social sciences perspec-
tive: goals of deliberation (cooperative deci-
sion making) and real-world applications;

• Hands-on experience on the challenges of as-
sessing and improving argument quality.

4 Tutorial Outline

Part I (60 min.) Mining Arguments

• Overview of computational argumentation

• Argument mining: Humans vs. computers

• Achieved results and open challenges

Part II (60 min.) The NLP Perspective: Assess-
ing Argument Quality

• What makes an argument “good”?

• Logical, rhetorical, and dialectical dimensions
of argument quality

• Subjectiveness as the key challenge for anno-
tation and modeling

• Discussion of the notions of argument quality:
Are they sufficient? Are they all necessary?

Part III (60 min.) Interactive Session 1

• Annotation: Assessment of sample arguments

• Consolidation: To what extent participants
agree? Where not, and why?

• Discussion: What are alternative strategies to
subjective quality annotation?

Part IV (45 min.) The Social Sciences Perspec-
tive: Assessing Deliberative Quality

• Direct democracy, deliberative theories, and
e-deliberation

• Deliberative quality: Features and annotation

• Integration of deliberative features in compu-
tational architectures

• Application: Argument quality for social good

Part V (30 min.) Modeling Subjectivity

• Authors, audiences, and third parties

• Human values, moral foundations, narratives

• Issues with subjectivity

Part VI (60 min.) Interactive Session 2

• Annotation: Rewriting of sample arguments

• Consolidation: What was improved and how?

• Discussion: What can be improved, what not?

Part VII (45 min.) Improving Argument Quality

• Generation methods for improving arguments

• Challenges and lessons learned

• Conclusions and next steps for the field

5 Tutorial Breadth

The key objective of this tutorial is to provide a
comprehensive overview of recent and current re-
search on the assessment and improvement of qual-
ity in computational argumentation, in both NLP
and the social sciences. We estimate that at most
one quarter of the tutorial will cover our own work.

6 Presenters

Gabriella Lapesa leads the research group E-
DELIB (Powering-up E-DELIBeration: towards
AI-supported moderation) at the Institute for Nat-
ural Language Processing, University of Stuttgart.
Her group works at the intersection between NLP
(AM) and social science (Deliberative Theory) to
develop methods and tools to support moderators
in deliberative discussion. As a research associate
in the project MARDY (Modeling ARgumentation
Dynamics in Political Discourse, University of
Stuttgart and Bremen), she works on NLP methods
to scale-up the analysis policy debates in multiple
textual sources (i.e., who claims what in the debate
on immigration or Covid-19?). Gabriella has co-
chaired the 9th Argument Mining workshop (2022).
With Eva Maria Vecchi, she co-taught a course on
interdisciplinary AM at ESSLLI 2022.1

Eva Maria Vecchi has a background in linguis-
tics and mathematics and holds a Ph.D. degree in
cognitive and neurosciences. She is a postdoctoral
researcher at the Institute for Natural Language Pro-
cessing at IMS Stuttgart, working on the E-DELIB

1https://sites.google.com/view/
esslli2022-am-in-nlp-ss/
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project. Her focus is on the interdisciplinary ef-
fort between NLP techniques for argument mining
(AM) and theories in the social sciences with the
goal of a more collaborative, productive, and eth-
ical endeavor for e-Deliberation. She has taught
courses and tutorials on AM and other topics, most
recently with Gabriella Lapesa at ESSLLI 2022.
Her current research aims at a better understanding
of the role bias has in computational argumentation
and e-Deliberation, particularly the impact it has
on the models, implementation, and social aspects
of computational argumentation.

Serena Villata is a research director in computer
science at CNRS, and she pursues her research at
the I3S laboratory in Sophia Antipolis (France).
Her research area is computational argumentation,
with a focus on legal and medical texts, political de-
bates and social network harmful content (abusive
language, disinformation). Her work conjugates
argument-based reasoning frameworks with natural
language arguments extracted from text. She is the
author of over 150 scientific publications on the
topic. She holds a Chair of the Interdisciplinary In-
stitute for AI 3IA Côte d’Azur on “Artificial Argu-
mentation for Humans”. Serena has co-chaired the
7th Workshop on Argument Mining at COLING
2020. She has also given tutorials on Argument
Mining at ESSLLI 20172 and IJCAI 20163.

Henning Wachsmuth is the head of the Natu-
ral Language Processing Group at Leibniz Univer-
sity Hannover. He is an internationally leading
researcher on computational argumentation with
more than 60 publications on the topic, many at
major NLP and AI venues. Other interests include
social bias mitigation, computational reframing,
and explainable NLP. Henning has co-chaired the
6th Workshop on Argument Mining at ACL 2019,
and has given tutorials on argumentation at ASIRF
2018 (Cole and Achilles, 2019), EuroCSS 2018,4

KI 2019 (Benzmüller and Stuckenschmidt, 2019),
and KI 2020 (Schmid et al., 2020). He is an ini-
tiator of the CLEF shared task series Touché on
argument retrieval (Bondarenko et al., 2022), and
co-chaired SemEval tasks on argument reasoning
comprehension (Habernal et al., 2018), propaganda

2https://www.irit.fr/esslli2017/
courses/39.html

3https://ijcai-16.org/index.php/
welcome/view/accepted_tutorials/

4http://symposium.
computationalsocialscience.eu/2018/

technique detection (Da San Martino et al., 2020),
and identifying human values in arguments.5

7 Target Audience / Prerequisites

The tutorial targets both participants who are new
to the field of computational argumentation and
those who need a comprehensive overview of tech-
niques and applications. As the tutorial is inter-
disciplinary by design, it is also of interest to par-
ticipants from a social sciences background who
hope to integrate their knowledge within NLP. Fi-
nally, we expect the tutorial to attract attention from
people interested in NLP techniques that currently
impact the social and political world, in general.
Basic knowledge of linguistics and computational
linguistics is required. A general interest in the
collaboration between NLP and social sciences is
expected; relevant material, however, will be intro-
duced without requiring prior knowledge.

8 Other Information

Tutorial Type: Introductory, 6 hours
Tutorial Materials: Tutorial materials and related
information will be made available online.

9 Recommended Reading List

Survey Papers (Cabrio and Villata, 2018;
Lawrence and Reed, 2019; Vecchi et al., 2021)
Mining Arguments (Habernal and Gurevych,
2017; Daxenberger et al., 2017; Dusmanu et al.,
2017b)
Assessing Argument Quality (Wachsmuth et al.,
2017; Lauscher et al., 2020; Marro et al., 2022)
Assessing Deliberative Quality (Steenbergen
et al., 2003; Gerber et al., 2016)
Improving Arguments (Hua and Wang, 2018; Al-
shomary et al., 2020; Gurcke et al., 2021)
Challenges (Durmus et al., 2019; Toledo-Ronen
et al., 2020; Spliethöver and Wachsmuth, 2020)
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